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circular file cabinet â€“ a.k.a the garbage. If you disagree with something the gov't has done, don't just criticize but offer solutions and alternatives. Also, keep ... 
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How To Write your mp Find your MP’s address: http://www.parl.gc.ca/common/index.asp *Remember… you don’t need postage when mailing a letter to your MP or Prime Minister Be Brief & Clear Keep it to one page or less. Nobody likes to read a letter that rambles on and on! Also, don’t address a hundred issues in one letter. Deal with one issue at a time and state your concern clearly in the first sentence. Be Nice Share what your think and feel in a respectful way. Angry and disrespectful letters will just get filed in the circular file cabinet – a.k.a the garbage. If you disagree with something the gov’t has done, don’t just criticize but offer solutions and alternatives. Also, keep biblical scripture references low as your letter is less likely to be ‘heard.’ Get Personal If possible, focus on how an issue affects you using personal examples that back up your point. Contact the Right MP Be sure you contact the MP for your area. If the issue relates to a social policy, you may want to contact the minister of justice or foreign affairs. If so, copy your own MP on the letter. If sending a letter to your Prime Minister, it’s good to also copy your local MP. Style Matters Handwritten letters and ones signed by hand are more effective than form letters and email. If emailing, put the subject of your letter in the subject line & indicate that you are from your MP’s area. Address them Properly Address the PM as “The Rt. Honourable…” and start the letter with “Dear Prime Minister.” Address Cabinet Ministers & Premiers as “The Honourable…” and start the letter with “Dear Minister or Dear Premier.” Address MP’s as “Mr. surname MP” and start the letter with “Dear MP.” Ask for a Response Ask what will be done to address your concern and close with a statement like “I look forward to your response.” Sign your name and include your return address. If your MP is a Christian, tell them that you are supporting them in prayer.



Things to Include in the Letter: - intro briefly explaining your concern - explanation of what you want to see happen - description of your interest in the issue, including actions you may have taken previously and your membership in a concerned group - questions that provoke a direct response - request for commitment to action - request for MP to respond to your letter
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How To Write your mp - Salvationist.ca 

membership in a concerned group. - questions that provoke a direct response. - request for commitment to action. - request for MP to respond to your letter.
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How to write beats 

chiffres au-dessus ou en dessous des notes sont une suggestion. - N'oubliez pas de personnaliser les vÃ©locitÃ©s aprÃ¨s votre copier-coller. Les. Hip-Hop. Drums.
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How to Write a Great Business Plan 

that can go wrong and right, and a discussion of how the .... ing, â€œI just don't think the dogs will eat the dog food.â€� Later ..... text grows unfavorable. Finally, the ...
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How to write portable code for Amiga 

Feb 12, 2006 - management or Reggae under MorphOS for the multimedia. Before to see ... Under OS4, the basetype of the libraries (declared in the proto files) are now almost all turned to ... Includes organisation with several compilers.
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How to Write a Great Business Plan 

ups, business plans rank no higher than 2â€“on a scale from 1 to 10 â€“ as a predictor of ..... to name just a few of its highly profitable ancillary spin-offs. Now, lots of ...
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How to Write a Great Business Plan 

does cash flow turn positive? Without a doubt, ... If you want to speak the language of investors â€“ and also ..... ing systems. Few of these idea-driven companies.
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How To Use Your - Bushnell 

Les pare-brises et les vitres de voiture avec des matÃ©riaux mÃ©talliques intÃ©grÃ©s, tels que les dÃ©givreurs, ou les films de coloration pour vitre, peuvent dÃ©grader la ...
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Concise scannable and objectives How to write for the web 

Oct 11, 2001 - We have a short summary that is more suited for online reading. .... marbles: 8 marbles while waiting for a page to download, 2 while waiting for ..... searching for one document, but I might find 15 other related things that pique ...
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HOW TO repair your loop antenna 

yourself the breakdown of your antenna. To diagnose a breakdown of a mat with WinDAG and BBV3 or BBV4, you just have to use the an- tenna monitoring ...Missing:
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How To Change Your Sex - Lannie Rose 

How can you apply a ..... types of transgender people, and to try out your new gender ...... best to live up to the expectations of their parents, of society, ..... Death. I hate to say it, but the suicide rate in the trans community is quite high. I
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How to Impress Your Date .fr 

Tell her she looks lovely, smells good, is intelligent, have a beautiful house - ... coffee shop; it affords you both a chance to talk and get to know each other a little ...
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How to Tell Your Mates - Audrey Dussutour 

Aug 1, 2009 - Groups comprising a large number of individuals cannot rely on all individuals having perfect information ... Direct Recruitment: Tandem and Group Recruitment . ...... vs. spatially and temporally variable resources. Insect Soc ...
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How To Change Your Sex - Lannie Rose 

reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic ..... You are living your life, not trying to complete a project. You can ..... annually in late September at a fine hotel in Atlanta, Georgia .... Sampl
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How To Cover And Paint Your Ultralight 

A quick word about using acetone instead of MEK. Mek is the solvent that ... If you shrink the fabric, and then find a big wrinkle that is laying over a tube, for instance, it is ... I like to use clothes pins to hold it in place while drying. Here a
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How to Improve Your Self-Image 

This eBook is an abstract of â€œBe Confident of Yourself Under Any Cir- cumstancesâ€�. ... If procrastinating is one of your faults, you must absolutely get rid of it.
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How to Use your Memory to Earn More money 

HOW TO. USE YOUR MEMORY. TO EARN MORE .... Learn Things By Heart With Ease . .... Obviously if you forget to make the association in the first place you won't .... trate your efforts on making a decision, and then to act on that deci- sion.
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How to Use your Memory to Earn More money 

Manufactured in the United States of America. HOW TO. USE YOUR .... CHAPTER 3 - HOW TO REMEMBER NAMES AND FACES .............. 22. What's His ..... No matter what kind of work you do, the ability to memorize numbers is very useful.
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HOW TO PRACTICE IMPROVISATION HOW TO PRACTICE 

2) SCALES AND PATTERNS. 15. 3) PATTERN APPLICATION. 10. 4) IMPROVISATION EXERCISE. 5. 5) TRANSCRIBED SOLO. 15. 6) SPECIAL DISCIPLINES.
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How extending your middle finger affects your 

Jul 29, 2008 - Method. Fifty-eight right-handed undergraduates (34 female) partici- .... men and women might be differentially influenced by extending.
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edge how to handle your mum english edition dbid 1cea 
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How Good Is Your Vent? 

News, "High and Dry," a fuel flow test is highly .... side. Yeah, right! On Tailwind #2 if I had run an emer- ... the peg almost immediately, and fol- lows the ship's ...
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HOW TO INSTALL STARPILOT INTO YOUR (89, 92+, or V200 

1a. To download StarPilot program from www.starpilotllc.com. Go to Downloads section. Select StarPilot calculator programs. Select your calculator. Right.
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How to Use and Care for your Celestron Binoculars 

To adjust this distance, lift the binoculars up to your eyes (using both hands) and ... in sharp focus; (3) Now look through both eyepieces with both eyes open.
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antennalets . . . or . . . how to keep your pretty plastic airplane from 

show you how to do a dual COM, dual. NAV, glideslope .... antenna for the FM music radio. Us- ing the basic ... the DME because of bandwidth con- siderations. ... AN bolts and aluminum sheet you most any well-stocked office supply house or ...
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